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Abstract: 
Well, at least according to the Pythagoreans, who related consonant intervals to ratios of small

integers and subsumed music into their mathematical quadrivium along with arithmetic, geometry

and astronomy. Since then the strong connection between music and mathematics has been

much trumpeted; however, explanations seldom go beyond this first point of contact. We hope to

improve on this by taking a deeper look at the musical parameters of pitch, harmony, rhythm and

timbre. One-upping Pythagoras, we will see how pitch-space is naturally represented by a circle,

and how the space of dyads (two-note chords) can be considered as a Möbius strip. Regarded in

this light, a musical composition comes to resemble exactly the sort of structure that abstract

mathematics is concerned with. As a result, relatively sophisticated mathematics can be applied

both to the understanding of these structures (musical analysis), and to their construction

(composition). Musical examples will abound. At the end the speaker will raise the philosophical

question of whether we have really come any further in establishing the supposed deep link

between these two disciplines, and then quickly duck out of the room.

About the speaker: 
Dr. Greicius received his Ph.D. in mathematics at UC Berkeley in 2007. His area of research is

arithmetic geometry and number theory. He joined the faculty at LUC in September 2011 after

holding a three-year German Research Foundation (DFG) postdoc in Berlin, Germany.

For further details, contact the organizers: 

Aaron Lauve, alauve@luc.edu and Rafal Goebel, rgoebel1@luc.edu

or consult the page

http://gauss.math.luc.edu/amc/
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